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Honor Algorithms (prob1)
Hundreds of students want to take the Algorithms Class every semester. Due to a limited capacity of the
few spots available, not everyone is able to take the Honors section of the course. There is however a
selection criteria for the Honors section which usually very few students meet. Students can register for
the Honors class if and only if he or she has at least 2.50 overall GPA and a “C” or higher grade in the
Combinatorics class. Write a program that helps to determine if a specific student is eligible to take an
Honors Algorithms class.
Input
The first line of the input has an integer T ≤ 100 – number of test cases. Every test case is written on a
single line and consists of a real number 0.0 < X ≤ 4.0 and character Y, representing GPA (a real number
with two digits precision) and the grade in the Combinatorics class (capital English character „A‟ – „F‟).
Output:
For each test case your program should output a single line containing either “Eligible” if the student is
allowed to take Honors class or “Ineligible” otherwise.
Sample Input
2
2.49 A
3.56 C
Sample Output
Ineligible
Eligible
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Trees (prob2)
A binary tree containing integer values can be described by the following grammar:

where

is an integer. For example, the binary tree:

is represented by the above grammar as:

In a binary search tree, each node contains a value v, all the nodes in the left subtree of n contain values
less than v, and all the nodes in the right subtree of n contain values greater than v. So the tree pictured
above is a binary search tree.
An AVL tree is a binary search tree in which for each node , the heights of the left and right subtrees of
differ by at most 1. So the tree pictured above is an AVL tree.
Your task is to read tree descriptions and determine whether or not they are AVL trees.
Notes:
- The height of a tree (or subtree) is the length of the longest downward path from the root to a leaf.
Input
The input begins with an integer
indicating the number of test cases. Each test case consists of a
properly formatted binary tree represented by a string of up to 500,000 characters, using the above
grammar, one per line, and with no blanks. All values will fit in a regular 32 bit integer.
Output
The output should consist of a test case number, followed by the word “Yes” if the tree is an AVL tree or
“No” otherwise, as shown in the sample output. (Note there is one blank after the colon.)
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Sample Input
3
<<<<>,10,<>>,20,<<>,30,<>>>,40,<<>,50,<<>,60,<>>>>
<<>,5,<<>,10,<<>,15,<>>>>
<<>,-5,<>>
Sample Output
Case #1: Yes
Case #2: No
Case #3: Yes
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Bull’s eye (prob3)
You're visiting your cousin in the middle-of-nowhere, and he decides to take you to their local dart bar
one afternoon. You've been practicing your game lately, so you get ready to go there and show some
people off. When you get there, however, you notice that they don't even keep score! As it turns out, it's
too much math for them.
This comes as much of a shock to you, and you decide to write a computer program to do this for the
people of your cousin's town. It's rather fortunate that they're good at measuring Cartesian coordinates!
The scoring scheme that they use is fairly simple. There are N divisions in the shape of concentric circles
on a dartboard which go radially outward from the center at (0,0). Each circle will have a defined point
value. Additionally, there is a penalty of 5 points per dart that lands outside the dartboard.

Input
You will be given a number C (C < 1000), which is the number of test cases. Following this will be C test
cases, each of which will consist of two lines. The first line will consist of an integer N (0< N<= 100)
followed by 2*N integers. Each of the N pairs of integers represents a scoring division. The first number
of a pair will represent the distance D (0 < D <= 100) of the outer boundary of that division from the outer
boundary of the previous division(radius for the first division), and the second number represents the
point value P (0 < P <= 1000) of getting a dart in that division. The second line of the test case will be an
integer S (0 < S <= 100), which is the number of darts shot by the player, followed by S pairs of integers
which represent the (X,Y) (-10,000 <= X,Y <= 10,000) coordinates of each dart shot. No darts are shot
exactly at the boundaries between divisions.
Output
You must provide a single integer for each test case that represents the total number of points scored by
the player.
Sample Input
3
1
2
3
3
3
3

100 100
50 50 -90 90
10 999 100 110 90 100
101 0 1000 1000 1000 1000
50 50 100 30 50 10
0 40 100 100 0 180
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Sample Output
95
100
90
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Paintball (prob4)
A group of students have met together to play paintball. Part of the group wants to play individually while
others want to play in teams to try some new tactics and tricks. So, it has been hard to decide the format
for the game.
One of them notices that number of people playing is even, thus everyone agrees to divide into pairs so it
is still possible to use some team strategies or play individually if desired. Each student has its own
preference as with whom he or she wants to be teamed up with, so teaming with the right person can
increase the team‟s overall competitiveness.
The team of two persons has a competitiveness determined by each player‟s skill level and his
contribution to the team play. Thus, competitiveness of a specific team will be: S1*C1 + S2*C2, where Si
and Ci are i-th player‟s skill level and contribution to the team respectively. The game will be more fun if
the sum of the competitiveness of all teams is maximized. The game might be unfair if two professional
players are in one team, while two less skilled students are in another team.
Knowing everyone‟s teammate preferences and skill levels, find the range for the sum of the
competitiveness of all teams.
Input
Input has T < 30 test cases to be processed. Each test case starts with an even integer 2 ≤ N ≤ 20
representing the number of students. The second line of the test case has N non-negative integers each up
to 1000, where the i-th integer represents the skill level of the i-th player. The following N lines describe
each student‟s preferences: i-th line has N non-negative real numbers, where j-th number in the line is the
team contribution of the i-th player if he or she is teamed up with j-th player. All contributions are given
as real numbers between 0 and 1 with exactly two digits precision. Input finishes when N is zero.
Output
For every test case output the minimal and maximal sum of the teams‟ level that can be achieved with 2
digits precision.
Sample Input
2
0 10
0.00 0.50
0.25 0.00
4
10 121 50
0.00 1.00
0.38 0.00
0.99 0.70
0.17 0.47
0

63
0.50
0.93
0.00
0.77

0.75
0.68
0.99
0.00
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Sample Output
2.50 2.50
153.99 166.39
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Marbles! (prob5)
One day, baby Benoît Mandelbrot was given a bag of marbles to play with. After a few hours of playing
with them, he got bored and threw them on the ground. As he started to crawl away, his mathematical
instinct kicked in and he noticed patterns of lines all over the floor. He then began to wonder how many
sets of three marbles were aligned.
Given the Cartesian coordinates of each of these marbles on a plane and assuming that they are just
no-dimensional points with 0 radiuses, it is your job to tell baby Benoît that number.
Input
The input set will consist of some number T < 30 of marble configurations, which will be the first line of
input. Following this, there will be T test cases. Each test case will consist of a non-negative integer N ≤
1000 in a single line, followed by a line of 2*N integers with absolute values less than 10,000, and each
pair representing the coordinates of one marble. There will be no marbles stacked one on top of another.
Output
The result of each test case will be a single integer that is the answer.
Sample Input
4
3
0
5
0
4
0
5
0

0 0 1 0 2
0 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 2
0 1 1 2 2 3 3
0 -10 -10 4 1732 2 2 40 40

Sample Output
1
2
4
4
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Crazy-Rectangular Sea (prob6)
Captain Jack Sparrow has sailed the Black Pearl into the waters of the infamous Crazy-Rectangular Sea.
According to the legend, any ship that gets into the Crazy-Rectangular Sea will be trapped forever moving
randomly never leaving it.
The Crazy-Rectangular Sea is an by grid where any ship will move one step at a time to the north,
south, east, or west with uniform probability without ever being able to leave the sea. At any given time,
there‟s an equal probability to go in any of up to 4 possible directions. So if the ship is in one of the
corners of the sea, there is a ½ probability of going in each of the two possible unblocked directions.
Similarly, if the ship is not in corner, but it is on a border, there will be
probability for going in each
unblocked directions. Otherwise, the ship will move with probability ¼ to any of the four possible
directions.
Well, it looks like Captain Jack Sparrow is in big trouble. However, he remembers that the legend also
tells of a way out. If the ship reaches a particular place in the sea in less than the Magic-Pirate-Number of
steps, then time and space will bend, and the Black Pearl will have a chance to escape.
In the latest remodeling of the Black Pearl, a computer was added to the Captain‟s cabin. Thus, Captain
Sparrow wants to compute the probability that he will reach the exit point given that he knows the
dimensions of the Crazy-Rectangular Sea, his position in the grid, the exit coordinates, and the MagicPirate-Number.
Input
The first line of the input will have an integer
that represents the number of test cases. Then,
lines follow each one containing a single test case. Each test case will consist of 7 integers:
. and will be the numbers of rows and columns in the Crazy-Rectangular Sea grid.
will be the row and column respectively of the starting location of the Black Perl assuming that
is
located in the bottom left corner of the grid and
is located in the upper right corner.
Similarly,
) will be the row and column respectively of the exit point in the sea. Finally, is the
Magic-Pirate-Number. Also,
,
,
and
.
Output
Output a single line per test case containing a unique real number rounded to 6 decimal places that
represents the probability that Captain Jack Sparrow reaches point
) in the Crazy-Rectangular Sea in
at most P steps if the Black Pearl is initially located at
.
Sample input
3
2 2 0 0 1 1 2
2 3 1 2 0 0 3
4 8 1 0 2 5 131
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Sample output
0.500000
0.222222
0.882825
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The Maximum-Minimum Theorem (prob7)
We‟re in Calculus class today learning about the Maximum-Minimum Theorem that states that given a
continuous function f on a given interval [a, b], then f takes on both a maximum value M and a minimum
value m on [a, b]. Your job is to write a computer program which illustrates this theorem for the
following function f(x) on any given interval [a, b].

Here is the graph of f(x) on the range from [-1, 4]. On this interval, we have a minimum of -9 at x = 1, and a maximum of 6 at x = 4. This is found by testing the range of f(x) on both a and b as well as at
a given number of steps s starting from an x = a. So, for a=-1 and b=4, if we have an s = 5, we check
for a minimum and maximum at -1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0. Each increment step t from a is
calculated as (b – a) / s.

Input
The first line of input contains an integer T ≤ 1000, which is the number of test cases. This is followed by
T lines, one line for each test case. Each test case contains three values each separated by a single space.
The first two values are two numbers a and b (in that order) representing your given interval [a, b] where
a and b are both valid decimal point numbers, -1000.0 ≤ a, b ≤ 1000.0 and a < b. The third input on
a given line is an integer representing the number of steps s, (2 ≤ s ≤ 1000).
Output
Your function should be tested on a, b, and each increment step t from a. Do not do any rounding until
output. Your output will consist of T lines in the format demonstrated below. Round each floating point
number to the nearest tenth. You may assume that the solution for each test case is unique. Pay close
attention to the sample output‟s wording, spacing and punctuation.
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Sample Input
4
-1.0 4.0 200
-1.0 3.0 1000
2.0 3.0 100
-10.0 10.0 10
Sample Output
case
case
case
case

1,
2,
3,
4,

minimum
minimum
minimum
minimum

of
of
of
of

-9.0 at
-9.0 at
-1.3 at
-1548.0

x=-1.0, maximum of 6.0 at x=4.0
x=-1.0, maximum of 3.4 at x=0.6
x=2.7, maximum of 0.0 at x=2.0
at x=-10.0, maximum of 552.0 at x=10.0
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Hidden Squares (prob8)
-

"$13.69! What an interesting number!" exclaimed Chris on looking at the cash register
receipt.

-

"Really?" asked Pat. "What's so interesting about 1369?"

-

"13 squared is 169, and both numbers can be found in the digits of 1369," explained Chris.

-

"Big deal," replied Pat. "31 squared is 961, 19 squared is 361, 6 squared is 36, 3 squared is 9,
1 squared is 1. All of those numbers are in the digits of 1369 too."

-

"Wow! That makes 1369 even more interesting."

Write a program to help Chris find all of the hidden pairs of numbers and their squares in a given number.
Input
Input has a list of up to 60 non-negative integers, each less than 10,000,000,000,000, one per line. There
will not be any leading zeros on the numbers. The end of input is indicated by the value 0. This value
should not be processed.
Output
For each number, have a line with "Hidden squares in " and the original number. Then have the list of
numbers and their squares with digits found in the original number, in ascending order. You should
format your answer as shown in the sample output below and have a blank line after the output for each
number.
A number is contained in the digits of a containing number if each digit in the number is a digit in the
containing number. If a digit appears multiple times in the number, it must appear at least that many
times in the containing number. So 100 is contained in 1000, but 100 is not contained in 10.
Sample Input
1369
27
10
0
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Sample Output
Hidden squares in 1369
1 * 1 = 1
3 * 3 = 9
6 * 6 = 36
13 * 13 = 169
19 * 19 = 361
31 * 31 = 961
Hidden squares in 27
Hidden squares in 10
0 * 0 = 0
1 * 1 = 1
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Optimal Grading (prob9)
At the end of the semester, Prof. Clausius needs to convert his students' total test scores to final course
grades. He has n students and their scores s1 , s2 , , sn are non-negative integers less than 10000. A set of
m cutoff values 0 c1 c2  cm 10000 will be selected to assign m 1 possible grades G0 , G1 ,, Gm .
If we define c0

0 and cm

1

10000 , then a student with a score s in the interval c j

s cj

1

will receive

the grade G j . Given a set of cutoffs, the number of students receiving the grade G j is denoted by n j and
the percentage of grade G j is p j

n j / n . Prof. Clausius has decided that the best set of the cutoff values
is the one that maximizes the entropy of the grade distribution:
( p0 log p0

p1 log p1  pm log pm )

The log function in the entropy calculation represents the binary logarithm (to the base 2). When a
percentage value is 0, it is assumed that 0 log 0 0 . You are to write a program to find the optimal set of
cutoffs that produces the maximal entropy.
Notes:
- Check your final answers for negative zeros, since -0.0 does not equal to 0.0
- Be aware that exponentiation is a slow operation which may affect the performance of your solution.
Input
There will be up to 30 data sets. Each data set will begin with a line with two integers: n and m. The first
number 1 n 1000 represents the number of students. The second number 0 m min(100 , n) is the
number of cutoffs. On the next line will be n integers representing the scores of the students. The input
will be terminated by a line with two 0‟s.
Output
For each input set, print a single line containing one floating point number, specifying the maximum
entropy. Print all values with 2 decimal places of precision (rounded). There should be no blank lines
between outputs.
Sample Input
2 1
75 100
10 2
1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0
Sample Output
1.00
1.57
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Odd Matrices (prob10)
An Odd matrix is an N by M matrix where each entry is either 0 or 1; also each row and each column
have an odd number of ones. Two odd matrices A and B are considered to be different if there is at least
one pair i and j such that Aij does not equal to Bij. Given dimensions of an odd matrix, how many different
odd matrices are there?
Input
Input has up to 2500 test cases to be processed. Each test case is written on a single line and has two
integers N and M, 1 ≤ N, M ≤ 50. A line with two zeros indicates an end of the input data and should not
be processed.
Output
For every test case output number of the different odd matrices of size N by M modulo 1,000,000,000.
Sample Input
2 2
1 3
28 8
0 0
Sample Output
2
1
4314112
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Kismet (prob11)
Alice and Bob have invented their own dice game using the dice from an old Kismet set they found.
Kismet is a 5-dice game that borrows some ideas from poker. The numbers in each of the five die are
colored in the same manner: 1 and 6 are black, 2 and 5 are red, and 3 and 4 are green.
In Alice and Bob‟s version of the game, each player takes turns. A player will start by rolling the five
dice. Then the player may choose to keep the current score, or roll some or all the dice one or two more
times to improve the score. The player score is based on the numbers in the dice after the last roll based
on the following categories:

Category
Two Pairs
Color

Description

Score

Same Two pairs of numbers having the same color (i.e. 1-1-6- Sum of all dice.
6 or 2-2-5-5, but not 1-1-2-2).

Three of a Kind

Three dice having the same number.

Sum of all dice + 5.

Straight

1-2-3-4-5 or 2-3-4-5-6

30

Flush

All dice having the same color.

35

Full House

Three dice having the same number and an additional Sum of all dice + 15.
pair.

Full House Same A Full House with all dice having the same color.
Color

Sum of all dice + 20.

Four of a Kind

Four dice having the same number.

Sum of all dice + 25.

Kismet

Five dice having the same number.

Sum of all dice + 50.

Any other 5-dice combinations will receive a 0 score. In case there is more than one possible score, the
player will always get the highest one. The player with the highest score at the end of the game wins.
Alice and Bob have become very competitive about their new invention, so they will like to know who
the best player is. They have logged all the games they have ever played, so they want to know who won
each game as well as who would have won if the best choice was always made (i.e. if they kept their best
score among 1, 2, or 3 rolls).
Input
The first line of the input will consist of an integer
that represents the number of test cases. Then
test cases follow. Each test case will correspond to a game. In the first line of each test case there will
be and integer
representing the numbers of turns played by each player. The following
lines alternatively contain Alice and Bob rolls (Alice always goes first); each one of the
lines will
contain 1, 2, or 3 space separated integers. Each of these integers will have exactly 5 digits between one
and six representing the dice numbers in each player‟s roll.
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Output
For each test case output a single line containing who won the game (“Alice” ,“Bob”, or “Neither” in case
of a draw), and who would have won if each player kept the highest roll in each turn. Notice that in each
player‟s turns the score on the last roll could have been smaller than the one in the previous rolls, but
always the last score is kept in the actual game.
Sample Input
2
1
12334
11234
2
11133
23454
11166
55555

13344
12345
11162 11166
44132 44226
11165
55522

Sample Output
Bob Bob
Alice Bob

